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I 
1. Introductiml -L 
In parts I and II, cf. [S], [6] and also [7], of this series of papers we constructed a 
universal p-typical one dimensional commutative formal group and a universal one 
dimensional commutative formal group. The extraordinary cohomology theories 
BP (Brown-Peterson cohomology) and MU (complex cobordism cohomology) are 
complex oriented and hence define one dimensional formal groups over BP&t) 
and MU&t) respectively. Cf. [l]. These formal groups are respectively p-typically 
universal and universal. Cf. [1], [3], [4] and [18]. Let &&BP and pMU denote these 
formal groups. The iogarithms of the formal groups prpp and pMU are known, cf. 
[17], and have a very simple expression in terms of the cobordism classes of the 
complex projective spaces. Using the formulas for the logarithms of the universal 
formal groups of [S] and [6] one then obtains a free polynomial basis for BP&t) 
and MU&t) in terms of the classes of the complex projective spaces. This is the 
subject matter of Sections 2, 3 below. 
In [S] we also constructed a universal isomorphism between p-typical formal 
groups. The associated map Z[ VI, V2, . . . ] -+ Z[ VI, V2, . . . ; Z, Tz, . . . ] (when local- 
ized at p) can be identified with the right unit map pR : BP,(ptj+ BP,(BP) of the 
Hopf algebra BP&BP). 
ln Sections 4, 5 belo-w, we use the universal isomorphism of [S] to obtain a 
recursive description of the homomorphism qR. This description is useful in the 
calculation of various BP cohomology operatio s, cf. Sections 6,7 below. To obtain 
this recursive description of qR we need an isomorphism formula (Section 5 below) 
which is also useful in the theory of formal groups itself, cf. part III of f8]. 
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Finally in Section 8, we use the universal isoinorphism and the functional 
equation lemma of [S] to derive the main theorem of [20]. All formal groups in this 
paper will be commutative and one dimensional. Some of the results of this paper 
were announced in [7], [ 111. I . I 
AckmmvIedgeme&. Luilevicius*[ i6] was the first to write down a formula similar to 
(3.1.3) and to prove that it gives generators for BP&t) in the case $ = 2. 
Once one has the various universal p-typical formal groups (which are more or 
less canonical) they can be fitted together in various ways (all noncanonical). One 
way to do this is descrikd in part II of [8] and gives the’generators for MU&t) 
described in [8, part II] and [7]. Subsequently Kozma [14] wrote down a different 
set of polynomial generators for MU&t), which satisfy more elegant recursion 
formulas, These generE\ors correspond to a different way of fitting the various 
universal p-typical fornalal groups together, which, however, does not generalize to 
more dimensional forr jai groups, but does generalize if one restricts attention to 
more dimensional curv ilinear formal groups. Cf. the introduction of [6] and [ 121 for 
more details. 
2. The formal groups aI complex cobordism and Brown-Peterson cohomology 
2.1. Complex oriented cohomology . theories. Let h * be a complex oriented 
cohomology theory (defined on finite CW complexes); and let e“(L) denote the 
Euler class in h *(X) of a complex line bundle L over X. Cf. [3, part I[, OS], [1, part 
II, 521, or c]19] for a definition of “complex oriented”. 
For complex line bundles L1, L2 one has 
(2.1.1) eh(L1@ Lz) = 2 +eh(LJeh(L# 
ii 
with a# E h &t), and by naturality the coefficients aij do not depend on L1 and Lz. 
So we have a well-defined formal power series 
(2.1.2) F tX, Y) = C c2ijXiYi 
which in fact defines a(one dimensional commutative) formal group over h &t) by 
commutativity and associativity oftensor products and naturality of Euler classes. 
2.2. The formal groups of MU and BP. Choose a prime number p. Let MU stand 
for the complex cobordism spectrum and BP for the Brown-Peterson spectrum 
associated to the prime number p. These theories are complex oriented. Let pMU 
and psp be the associated formal groups. Cf.’ [ 11, [3], [19]. Let lognnu and logBe be 
their logarithmic series, i.e. 
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(2.2.2) pLw(X, Y) = logeL(logBP(X) + logep(Y)). 
One then has (Mi&nko’s theorem, cf. [17]) 
(2.2.3) logMu = 2 m”Xn+‘, 
n;rO 
(2.24 logl&X) = c m,=lXP” 
n*O 
with mo= 1 and m, = (n + I)-‘[CP”],where [CP”]is the cobordism class of complex 
projective space of (complex) dimension n. Cf. [l], [3], [17], [lf!]. 
The formal group pMU is universal by a theorem of Quillen [18] and it follows 
immediately that p BP is p-typically universal. Cf. ah [3]. 
3.1. Generators for BP&t). Choose a prime number p. Let fv (X) be the power 
series defined by formula (2.2.1) in [5] (cf. also [7]) and let Fv (X, Y) = 
fG*(fv (X)+ fv (Y)). According to Theorems 2.3 and 2.8 of [S] b;; (X, Y) is a 
p-typically un+:&rsal formal group over Z[ V] = Z[ V,, V2, V3, . . . 1. Write 
(3.1.1) fv (X) = 2 Qi (V)X”, so(V)= 1 
id 
then we have according to formula (4.3.1) of [5]: 
(3.1.2) pan(V) = a,-*(V) Vrn-’ + i) a . + al(V) VP,_, + Vn. 
Because Fv (X, Y) over Z,,,[V] and ~lgp(X, Y) over BP&t) are both p-typically 
universal formal groups (for p-typical formal groups over 2&-algebras) there exist 
(cf. [S, Definition 2.41) mutually inverse isomorphims 4 : Ztpl[ V] + BP,(pt), 
3/ : BP,@t)+Z,,,[ V] such that Q applied to the coefficients of fv (X) gives the 
coefficients of pgp(X). Applying b, to (3.1.2) and writing vi for 6, ( Vi) we therefore 
find elements vl, v2, v3,. . . of BP&t) which constitute a free polynomial basis for 
BP&t) and which are related to the m, = (n + 1)‘[CP”] of (2.2.4) above by the 
relations 
(3.1.3) PI, = 1”_1?y + In-2vy2 + . . . + IlVp,_, + vll 
where we have written Z,, for m,n+ 
3.2. Generators for MU,(pt). Let fv (X) be the power series defined by formulas 
(2.2.1) and (2.2.4) of [6], and let F,(X, Y) = f;Cfv (X) + ftl (Y)). According to 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 of [6] Fu (X, Y) is a universal formal group over 
Z[ Lf2, uj, &, . . . 1. Write 
(3.2.1) fu (-w = 
n=l 
Then if we specify the toe dents n(i,, . . . , iS) occurring in the efinition of fu ( 
according to [6, Section 71 we have the foilowing recursion formula: 
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(3.2.2) v(n)b,,( U) = rj;, + 
F d n 
w bn,d ( U)Wd 
where the integers v(n) and &, d) are defined as follows: 
(3.2.3) 
v(n) = 1 if n is not a power of a prime number 
v(p’) = p for all prime numbers p and I E N = {1,2,3, . . . }, 
(3.24 I.c(n, 4 = n c@, 4 
Pin 
where the product is defkred over all prime numbers 
are integers which can bn:: chosen arbitrarily subject 
c(p, d) = 1 i$ v(d) = l,p, 
(3.2.5) 
c(p,d) = if v(d)=q#p. 
p dividing n and the c(p, d) 
to 
More precisely: first one chooses ~(14, d) E 2 for all prime numbers p and d E N 
such that (3.25) holds: then one constructs fV (X) and Fu (X, Y) according to the 
formulas (7.1.2), (7.1.3), (2.2.1), (2.2.4) and (2.2.7) of [6]; the result is then a 
universal formal group FV (X, Y) over Z[ V] with logarithm fu (X) satisfying (3.2.2) 
with v(n) and p(q d) given by (3.2.3) and (3.2.4). Different choices for the c(p, d) 
result in different universal formal groups & (X, Y). Because & (X9 Y) over Z[ U] 
and p,,&X, Y) over MU&t) are both universal formal groups there are mutually 
inverse isomorphisms 4 : Z[U] + MU&t), 9 : MU,(pt)+ Z[ W] such that d, ap- 
plied to the coefficients of fo (X) gives the coefficients of gMU(X). Applying C$ to 
(3.2.2) and writing ui, i = 1,2, . . . for ()i( vi) we find elements u2, u3, . An MU&t) 
which constitute a free polynomial basis for MU&t) and which are related to the 
HZ, = (n + 1)‘[CP”J by the formula 




These are the same generators as those written down by Kozma [14]. Note that the 
factor v(d)-$(n, d)v(n) is always an integer. 
If one uses instead of the universal formal group Fv (X, Y) of [6], the universal 
formal group WV (X, Y) over Z[ U] of [6] then, reasoning in exactly the same way, 
one finds generators iii in MU&t) which are related to the m, by the formula 
(3.2.7) V(n)??&-, = tin + (- l)‘$J ,(,;i;@) -dd ?&-,i?$ti$$.  . Ud,‘“’ d2 
i=l 
where O’ is the sum over all sequences@ di, di-1, . . l , 4) such that d, di, . . . , dl E 
dt # 1, n; di > 1 and not a pcbwer of a prim;= number for j = 2,. . ., i and ddi. l .A = 
n. These are the generators given in [7] and [8, part II]. 
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emark. BP is a direct summand of MLK&. If we identify u,i with ur formula 
(3.2.6) (or formula (3.2.7) for that matter) reduces to formula (3.1.3) if n is a power 
of p. It follows that the vi are integral, i.e. they live in MU&t), not just in 
MUZ~R,,(p t). This is also proved in [2]. 
4. Isomorphisms of ptypicai formal g&ups and qR : BP&t)-) BP,(BP) 
4.1. Universal strict isomorphisms of p-typical formal groups. In (51 we also 
constructed a universal strict isomorphism 
(4.1.1) av, T (x) : Fv (x, y)+ Fv. T (x y) 
for p-typical formal groups over characteristic zero rings or Zeralgebras. Here 
F,. (X, Y) is a p-typical formal group over Z[ v; T] = Z[ VI, Vz, . . . ; T1, T2, Co l ] 
and the logarithm fV.T (X) of Fv, T (X, Y) satisfies 
(4.1.2) fv, T (x) = 2 ai (x T)X*‘, 
i=O 
(4.1.3) ai(V, T)=ai(V)+ai-1(V)Ti’-‘+ . ..+ aI(V)T: T,, 
cf. formula (4.3.2) of [S]. 
Let I : Z~p,-Alg-I Sets be the functor which associates to every ZpJ-algebra A the 
set of all triples (F(X, Y), a(X), G(X, Y)) where F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are 
p-typical formal groups over A and a(X) is a strict isomorphism form F(X, Y) to 
G(X, Y). If we restrict attention to Ztp) -algebras theorem 2.12 of [5] says 
4.2. -Theorem. 77ae Z(,j-algebra Z@,[ V, T] represents the functor I. 
The isomorphism Ztp,- Alg (Z(,>[ V, T], A )s I (A ) looks as follows. Let 
Q : Zt,,[ V, T] + A be a Z~pralgebra homomorphism. Let vi = 4( V;.), ti = 4(X), 
i=l,2,... then the triple associated to 4 is (F, (X, Y), a, t(X), F”, t(X, Y)). 
4.3. The homomorphism Vi I-+ Pi. Fv,T (X, Y) is a p-typical formal group over 
Z[ V; T]. By the universality of Fv(X, Y) there are therefore unique polynomials 
Vi E Z[ V; T] such that F,T (X, Y) = Fv (x, Y). Note that the Vi have their 
coefficients in Z not just in ZtpJ. 
We have just defined a homomorphism 
(4.3.1) vR:Z[V]+Z[V; T], vi I+ vi. 
A more functorial way of looking at this homomorphism is as .follows. Let 
F : Z~p,-.~41g+ Sets be the functor which associates to a (PI -algebra A the set of all 
p-typical formal groups over is represented by tp,[V], (by the 
universality of. Fv (X, Y)). There are two nattgral functor morphims I + F, viz. 
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(4.3.2) I(A)-, F(A ), QF(X, Y), a(X), G(X, Y)) I+ F(X, Y), 
(4.3.3) I(A ) + F(A )$ (F(X, Y), a(X), Wx, Y)) I+ @(Xi Y) 
and because Z&V; 7’1 represents I and Z@,[ V] represents F we obtain two 
Z&,-algebra homomorphisms ZtpJ[ V] + Z,,,,[ V$ T]. The homomorphism induced by 
(4.3.2) is the natural inclusion &,I V] + Z$,,[ V, T] and the homomorphism induced 
by (4.3.3) is the localization in p of (4.3.1). 
4.4. The Hopf-algebra BP,(BP). By Theorem 16.1 of [ 1, part II] we know that 
BP,(BP) = BP,@t)[tl,, t2, . . . ] = &,,[ rul, v2, . . . ; t,, f2?. . . 1. It follows that BP,(BP) 
represents the functoly I. This fact can be u:ed to account for the Hopf-aIgebra 
structure of BP,(BP) by using various functor morphisms like (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) 
above. This was don* in [15]. The structure of BP,(BP) as a left module over 
BP&t) is then given by the natura! inclusion BP&t)- BP& t)[r,, f2, . . . ] and the 
structure of BP,(BP’;, as a right module over BP&t) is given by a homomorphism 
qR : BP&t)-* BP,@P) which is the localization in p of VR in (4.3.1) above if we 
identify BP&t) wiflrh &[ V] and BP,(BP) with Z(,,[ V; T] by means of vi +I V,, 
lj +j Ti, where the vi are the generators defined in 3.1 above. Alternatively we can 
appeal again to Theorem 16.1 of [l, part II] where it is shown that qR QDQ is given 
bY 
(4.4.1) In W 2 lit”,‘-i 
i-0 
where again &, = m,=l. Because f’& (X, Y) = Fv (X, Y) and because of formula 
(4.1.3) this also shows that ?jR = vR Qp &,,. (If 4 : ZcB>[ V] --B BP&t) is the isomor- 
phism Vi I+ vi, then +(ai(V)) = li by (3.1.2) and (3.1.3), hence the right hand side of 
(4.1.3) becomes the right hand side of (4.4.1) under + : ZJ V; T] z BP,(BP), 
i/i m Vb Tr H ti, i = 1,2, . . . .) 
5. The isomorphism formula 
The next thing we want to do is to give a recursion formuIa for the polynomials 
vi, and hence atso a recursive description of qR : BP&t)+ BP,(BP). To do so we 
first need a formula relating the R and the Vi which is also useful in its own right, 
especially when discussing reductions and liftings of formal groups and isomor- 
phisms of formal groups. Cf [8, parts III and V]. 
5.1. Let ai = ai (V) be defined by (3.1.2) and write & for ai (V, T), cf. (4.1.3). Then 
we have fV (8) = c aiXP‘ and fV. T (X) = c iiiXp’ and because fv. T (X) = PV (X), the 
& are given by the same formula (3.1.2) with bars over all the symbols occurring. 
.e, 
(51.1) paa = &-I 
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In addition we define 
(5.1*2) 2:;) = ( VP’T$‘“’ - Tf’ Vr”‘), 
5.2. Propodtion. 
(5.2.1) pl& = $ &-iVP”- + C a,-i+Z~~-i-“f pT,. 
i-1 i,j*l.i+jen 
Proof. Using (4.1.3), (3.1.2) and (5.1.1) we have 
p4t = pa, + 2 ?a,+Tf’“-’ 
i=l 
-1 -t n-i 
= x a,-iVg *-I+ V" + xc a n-l-j n-i-1 VP Tr”-‘+ pT, 
is1 i=l j-1 
n-1 n-l a-i 
3 c &_iVf"- - 2 C a,-i-jT,P”-‘-‘VP”-‘+ Vn
i=l i-1 j-1 
-1 n-i 
+ lx a n-i-j Vp a-r-fT~n-r + pT, i=l j-1 
n 
= c &-iVfn-’ + 2 &_i_i ( V~n-r-jTrn-‘- Tip”-‘-‘Vfn-‘) + pTn 
i=l i, j;rl, i+jcn 
. . 
= 2 &-iVPn-‘ + C a,_i_jZ$‘-i-j) + pTn p 
is1 i. j;rl, i+j6n 
(Note that &j + Zji = (vTf’- XVJ’) + (VT:‘- TV$ and similarly for zii).) 
5.3. Proposition. 




+ C (ViTf’- TV;*). 
i+j=n 
i, j*l 
Proof. This follows directly by substituting in ~$2.1) and (5.1.1) an-i = 
Tn-i 
ddj=o a,+j Tf “-‘-‘, where To = 1. 
Formula (5.3.1) can be used to give an inductive proof that the % 
are polynomials with integral coefficients in the VI,. . . , V,; Tl, . . . , Tn. Indeed, we 
know that, cf. [5], 
(5.4-l) a&-k = 
and assuming that Vi, i = I,. . . , n - I is integral we also have that for aI1 s E 
(5.4.2) @‘+’ m ( @‘))P’ mod p r+l. 
FinaNy p’u# is a polynomial with integrat coefhcients so that we have in Qf V; 7’1 
+ *+F, (( ,~‘)p”-‘-“( ,)P- _ ( Tj’l)pn-‘-li( @“>““-‘-‘, 
46 I 
5= x ;(-pTp)iiio 
I 
where all congruences are modulo 1 in Q[ V; T]. (Two polynomials in Q[ V; T] are 
= mod I if their difference is in Z[ V; T].) This proves the integrality of the vm, 
n = 1,2,3 ,.t.. 
6, A g~era~~t~on of the main lemma of Johnson and Wilson [13] 
6.1. BP cohomoiogy operations. The stable cohomofogy operations of BP 
cohomology can be described as BP& t)-homomorphisms BP,(BP) + BP,@ t), 
where BP,(BP) is seen as a left module over BP&t). Cf. [ lf and also 413 and 4.4 
above. To find out what a cohomology operation I does with elements of BP&t), 
compose I with the right unit map ?#R : BP&t)-* BPJBP). Let E = (et, e2,. . l ) be 
a sequence of a 0 integers of which only finitely many are nonzero. The 
cohomofogy operation I E is defined as: coe~cient of tE in x E BP,(BP) = 
BP,Opt)[tl, t2, . - e. 1. Thus rE (on) = coefficient of tE in i&, where O,, is obtained from 
vH by replacing Vi with vi and Z with till i = 1,. . . , n. 
Assign to an exponent sequence E = (et, e2,. . ) the weight (jE II= 
e& - I) + e2@‘- f) + . . . and to vi the weight pi - 1. We then have 
.l.l) OR =:’ i& = fk (on )t” 
here rE (on) is omogene;ous of weig 
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In [13j Johnson and Wilson calculate I;~ (v,J modulo (p, vt, . . . , v,-,) for IjE 11 a
p” -p’? ([13, Lemma 1.71 (sometimes known as the Budweiser lemma)). 
As a first application of the recursion formula (53.1) we shall calculate in this 
section rE (vn) module (ppcl, vl,. . . , VI-+) for all E with llE II 3 p” - p! 
6.2. extension of the nnsin lemma. Write Ai for the exponent sequence 
(0 0 , l . ,, 0, l,U, . . ‘) with the 1 in the i-th place. We atso write A0 = (0, 0, . . . ) and 
llL;Oll = 0. Scalar multiplication and addition of exponent sequences are defined 
component-wise. The result now is 
Lemma* (i) Fiw n 23 and ZGiGn-1 wekave 
(a) & (v~) = 0 rnod~~+~, vl, . . l , s_l) if p” - p’-’ > II E 11~~ p* - pi and E not 
to p’dfi-i or Al + (p - l)A,-I+ pfA,,+.I, 
(b) rE (vn) = vr rnod~~+‘, vi . l . , VI-~) if E = p&-t, 
(c) FE (%) = - ppvl mod(PP+‘, vl, . . . , v& if E = Al + (p - I)A,-r +p(d,++ 
~~~~~3(~~~=U)~~~~ve 
(a) rE (v~) = 0 mod~p+2) if11 E (1 zs p" - I and E not ~~u~~ to A, orb 1 + pA,+, 
(b) rE avow =p if E = A,,$ 
(c) rE (&a) = - pp mod~p+2) if E = ~d,-~ + Al. 
FG~ 82 a 3 (and I = 1) we heave 
(a) rE (2~~) = 0 mod~p+l) if p” -r>tfEIt~p’*-pandEnotequaltopb,-,or 
At + (p - l)iL + p&-z, 
0) & (q,) = Vt(l - p’-‘) mod(p*+‘) if E = pL, 
(c) rE (&a) = - ppvl modQP+‘) if E = Al f (p - l)A,-I+ pdn-2* 
(iv) For n = 1 we have 
r&1) = J@* 
(v) For n = 2 we have 
(a) rE (v2) = 0 if II E 11 s p* - p and E not equal to 42, @I, (p + %h, 
(b) rE (~2) = p if E = Aa, 
(c) FE (02) = -pp if E ==(p+l)AI, 
(d) rE (~2) = (1 - pp-’ - p’)Vt if E = pd. 
The proof of this lemma goes in several steps. 
6.3. Proof of Lemma 6.2. (iv) an (v). We have 
(6.3.1) i& = vl + psr, 
(6.3.2) i5j2 = - p-‘(v, + ptl)(vl+ pt*y + p-%&+ vz + vdf’+ p?** 
Parts (iv) and (v) of Lemma 6.2 folIow immediately from this. 
6. 
(6.4.1) 0” = vn + ptn - pPtltL modbp+*, z.,~,. . . , II,,-& 
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Formula (6.3.2) takes care of the case n = 2. Now suppose that n 3 3. Because 
an_& = 0 mod@,, * . . , v,,:;) for k = 1, . . . , n - 1 we see from (53.1) that 
n-l 
fin z vfi +pr, - c tjo’&9 
j-1 \ 
Now by induction we can assume that i&-j = p&-j - ppt,t:-j-1 
modQP2, vr, . . . , v,,+) for j = 1,. . . , n - 2 and ii1 = ptl mod(pp”2, ul, . . , , o,_~). For- 
mula (64.1) now follows directly. 
Part (ii) of Lemma 6.2 follows from (6.4.1) because of (6.1.1). 
1 
65 Proof of Lemma 6.2 (I) an6 (iii). Now let n 3 3 and 1 g I s n - 1 and let E be 
an exponent sequent.: such that llE 113 p” - p’. If Q is any polynomial in vl, v2,. . . ; 
W2,. ' l we let cE flj) denote the coefficient of tE in Q ; cE (Q) is then a 
polynomial in vl, v2 . . . . We have 
(65.1) rE (on) = & (6s) 
and & (C,,) is homogeneous of weight p” - 1 - 11 E 11 Gp’ - 1, where vi has weight 
Pi - 1. In particular this means that cE (fin) cannot involve any Vi with i > I and that 
the only terms of cE (Cm) involving vl are of the form dv, with d E 2. Now 
(6.5.2) 
n-L 
an+ = c p-‘vsa~p~!-,. s=l 
Substituting this in (53.1) and using the remarks just made we obtain, because 
a-k-l =O mod(v,, v2,. . .) if n > k + l, that 
(6.5.3) 
where the congruence is mod(vl,. . . , vi-,). Now by (6.4.1) 
-pr4r 
Vi =Omod(v,,..., Vi,p’+‘) if 12 1, i 2 1, 
(6.5.4) i&= 0 mod(vl, . . . , tr,-,, pp+‘) if 12 2, 
'P v,-l= pPtt-, mod& . . . , vn_+ pP+'). 
It follows from (6.5.3), (6.54) and the fact that cE (a,,) is homogeneous of weight 
s p’ - 1 that 
(6.5.5) CE (fin) E CE ptn - pPe12)ltc-1 + 2)lfc-1 - if I=1 
where the congruence is mod(pP+‘) (and 11 E 112 p” - p), and 
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where the congruence is mod(pp+‘, vl,. . . , u,-~) (and 11 E 113 p” - p’). It remains to 
calculate cE (fjg$‘-j) for j = 1, . . . , n - 1. We distinguish three cases: A) j > n - I; B) 
j=n-1; C) j>n-1. 
6.6. case A. Cakulatfon of CE (fjis~!-i) for j > n - 1. In this case we have n - j < l 
and hence by (6.4.1) that iifi+ = pt”-, - pPtlfn-l mod(vl, . . . , ~~-~,p~+‘) and as I s 
n - 1, j > n - 12 it follows that 
(6.6.1) CE (tju’c’-J s 0 mod(pp+‘, VI, . . . , s_l) if j > t‘i - 1. 
6.7. caS;e B. CakuhtiOn Of cE (Z&jf’“-’ ). In this case we have by (6.4.1) that 
6, S vl + ptr - pPt& mod(v*, . . . , vi+, p”“). Because 11 E II Z= p” - p’ and vl has 
weight p’ - 1 it follows that 
cE (fn-lo:“-‘) = cE (t,-,@t, - PPt,f:_I)Pm-‘) 
(6.7.1) 
+ CE (t,-,pn-‘v, (pt, - P’Pt,tf-$+‘). 
And we see that 
(6.7.2) cE (tdp”-‘) = 0 mod(pP+‘, vl, . . . , v~_~) if n - la 2. 
And for I = n - 1 we have 
CE (t&,-I) = pp mod(pP”, vl, . . .-, v,-~) if E = AI t pA,_r 
(6.7.3) 
cE (hik) = 0 mod(pP*‘, v,, . _. , vam2) if E# AI + pA,+ 
6.8. Case c. Calculation of CE (fjCt!-j) for 1 S j < n - k To deal with these terms we 
use induction. We have 
(6.8.1) CE (tjfiE’-j) = CE-4, (v”.‘-j)a 
Write 
(6.8.2) @p-j = C rF(v”-j)tF. 
IIFl&J”-‘-l 
We then have 
where F1,. . . , F, is the set of all exponent sequences of weight s p”-’ - 1 and the 
sum is over all (sr, . . . , s,,,) such that s1 + a . . + s, = p’, s, E N U (01. The only terms 
of (6.8.3) which can contribute to cE-Ai(f’jt!-j) are those with 11 slF1 + . . . + smFfix II = 
IlE - Aj 112 p” - p’ - pj + 1. This means that there must be at least one 4;; with 
IIfi II> p”‘-’ - p’, for which si# 0. Indeed if all fi with s& 0 were of wclght 
s PR-j -p’ then we would have ~)~~F~+...+s~F~I)~p’(p”-~-p’)=p”-p’*’< 
p”-p’--p’+l because Ial, jai. We can therefore assume that II F’J a 
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P “? - p’ + 1. By induction (with respect to n) we have that r~,(t),,-,)= 
0 modtiP+‘, ~1,. . . f v& except in the following cases: 
Case C1: n - j Zz 3, F1 = A,-), 
Case Cz: n-j22 3, Fl = @,+, + A,, 
Case C3: n-j-2, Fl=A2, 
Case Cd: n-j=2, Fl=(pf-).)Al. 
In cases C2 and C, we have rFl(~,+i) = 0 mod pS And it follows that cP,‘_,= 
0 mod@P”‘) in these cases because ither s1 > 1 or s1 = 1 and then the binomial 
coefficient is divisible by p. 
So we are left with the cases C, and CS where F1 = A,+. Suppose that there is an 
i~2withI~F,II>p”-‘-n’,s~#O,F~fA,-~, then by the previous reasoning we find a 
contribution = 0 mod(ilyP*‘, q, . . . , s_l). The only terms 
which can contribute something # 0 mod(pP”, ur,. . . , vi-,) are therefore of the 
fOl?ll 
(6.8.53 Fl = A,-), IIfillq.+ -p’ if i 22 and s,#O. 
We then have 
(6.8.6) II SlFi f . c . t &FL II e s*(p n-i - 1) + (p’ - Sl)(p”” - p’) 
and we must have 
(6.8.7) Ils,F,+...+s,F,I)q=p’-p’+l. 
If j a2 then pl+’ 2 p’+* + p1 +p’ -p for all I 2 1 and it follows that (6.8.6) and 
(6.8.7) can simultaneously hold only if s1 2,~ + 1. But then rFl(tl,-j )II = 0 mod pp+* so 
that we find no contributions $0 modQP’, ul, . . . , v,_~) of the form (6.8.4) if j a 2. 
Now suppose that j = 1, i.e. Fl = A,-+ Then we find from (6.8.6) and (6.8.7) that 
we. must have sl s p - 1. If s1 a p + 1 then we again find something = 0 modtip+‘), 
so we are left with two subcases of C, and C3 vii:. 
Case D: j = 1, Ft = An+, s1 = p, 
Case E: j = 1, Fl = A,+, s1 = p - 1. 
In case D we have s1 + . . . + s,,, = p’, s1 = p, hence s2 = . . . = s,,, = 0 and (6.8.4) 
gives a contribution 
(6.8.8) L,(Vft-1)p = pp 
to CE-,,(B!L,). 
Now suppose we are in case E. Then (6.8.4) reduces to 
(6.8.9) pf&&P-l)p-lr~ (&P-i) = pprF (VW-r) 
for a certain exponent sequence F with II Fll s pn-’ - pl. On the other hand we mu’st 
n_+Flf2q?” -pf - + 1. It follows that we 
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But then by induction we know that tF (vn-,) = 0 mod@*+‘, vl, . . . , Q-,) except in the 
following cases: 
rF(&-1) S VI mod(p*+‘, VI,. . . , VW) if F = plAn-,_,, n s 4, 
(6.811) rF (&-1) = - ppvr mod(p*+‘, vl, . . . , Q.-J 
if F = A, + (p - l)A,-1 + p’A,+,, n 2 4, 
rF (vz) = (1 - p*-’ - pp)vl if n = 3, F = pAl (and, necessarily, I = 1). 
It follows that the only contribution f 0 mod@*+‘, ol, . . . , v,-~) of the form (6.8.9) is 
congruent to p*Z’i mod@*+‘, 01,. . . , E]I-& We have now proved that 
6.9. Lemma.- Let n 3 3, 1 S I s n - 1, II E II* p” - p’, then cE (tjfic’_j) = 0 
mod(ol, . . . , Q-~, p*“) except in the following eases: 
(i) j = 1, b = n - 1, E = AI + pA,-,, cE (tI6~-I) = p*, 
(ii) j = 1, I < n - 1, E = Al + pAn+ cE (t&+) = p*, 
(iii) j = 1, 1 < n - 1, E = AI + (p - l)An+ + pi~n-l-h cE (ttfiPn-,) = ppvI where the 
congruences are all mod(p*+‘, vl, . . -, v&. 
6,lO. Proof of Lemma 6.2(i). Conclusion. According to (6.5.6) we have 
mod@*+‘, vl, . . . , ZI,_~) 
Now let p” - p’-’ > 11 E 113 p” - p’. Then because I 2 2 only case (iii) of Lemma 6.9 
applies and we find that cE (8”) = 0 mod(p*“, vl,. . . , z+,) except when E = piA,-, 
or E=Al+(p-l)A,-I+p’A n-l-1 and in these two cases cE (Cn) is respectively 
congruent to ZIP and - ppvr. 
6.11. Proof of Lemma 6.2 (iii). Conclusion. According to (6.55) we have mod@*+‘) 
Now let p” - 1> II E 112 p” - p. Then only case (iii) of Lemma 6.9 applies and we 
find that cE (&) = 0 mod(p*+‘) except when E = PA~.-~ or E = 
A, + (p - l)Aw + p&-z and in these two cases cE (&) is respectively congruent to 
(1 - P*-~)v~ and - ppvI. 
.12. Lemma 6.2 is now completely proved. PJ that cases (i) and (ii) of Lemma 
6.9 deal with exponent sequences E with I = p” - 1, which are therefore 
covered by part (ii) of Lemma 6.2. 
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7. The linear part of the Brown-Peterson cohomology OpeFatiOnS map qR 
In this section we calculate qR(&) modulo the ideal (t,, t?, . . . )*, or, equivalently, 
we calculate vn module (TI, T2, . . . 9’. 
7,l. Wi write B; for the element &zi( V) & Z[ VI, V2,. . . ], where a,(V)& defined 
by (3.12). Let J denote the ideal (Tg, T2,. . . )* in Z[ V; T]. 
Theorem. Module J we have 
where the first sum is over all sequences (s,, . . . , st, i, j) such thut Sk, i, j E N, 
S! + . ..+s.+i+ j= n, t EN U(0) and the second sum is over all sequences 
( 
. 
St, . . . . s,,i) su& that&, iEN, sIf...+s,+i=n, tENU{O}. " 
7.2. Example. 
vs = B1 Vf;‘‘T, Vf- TI V$- T2Vf’+ Br VI-‘B, Vf-‘(pT,) 
- B, V:‘(pTl) - B1 V$-‘(pT2) + pT3 + VL 
a‘he proof of Theorem 7.1 uses the recursion formula (5.3.1). First two lemmas: 
7.3. knlma. 
(7.3.1) vn = Vn + pT, + ng abl+ (V)( VQ”-” - vg”-“, + 2 - ~vt’_~ 
k=l j-1 
where the congruence is modulo J = (K, T2, l l . )*. 
This follows immediately from formula (5.3.1) 
7.4. kmlll& SuppOSe that vk = Vk + x rc modulo J for certain G E Z[ V; T]. 
Then 
(7.4.1) v$’ = V$‘+ p’Vf’-’ 
Proof. Obvious. 
7s. f of Theorem 7.1. Theorem 7.1 is proved by induction, the case rs = 1 
being trivial. Given formula (7.1 .I) for all k C n, we have that i& = 
vk mod(TI, T *, . . . ) :to that we can apply Lemma 7.4. Substituting the result in 
(7.3.19 tl.2n proves (7.1.1). 
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7.6. Let b, E BP&t) be the image of B, under Z[ V1, Vz, . * .] --) BP&t), vi H vi 
where the vi are the generators of BP&t) determined by formula (3.1.3); i.e. 
b, = p”& = [CPph*] = p”mpn_l. In view of 4.4 we obtain 
7.7. Corollary. For 0 < i c n we have 
rA,(va) =s,+.._~cn 8 - i (0 l)‘(h,vC&,‘) - l l (bsgu”AZ~-...-$(  vP,Ls,-...-s,-i) 
(7.7.1) 
- &+p c (- l)‘(b,~v:~;l). .  (b,,v:“;; I... -3 
r~+...+s,=n--i r 
where the first sum is over all sequences ( :, . . . , s,) with Sk, tE N and st + a l . + sr < 
n - i and the second sum is over all sequences ( l, . . , So), Sk E N, with s1 i- . D .i- So = 
n - i. 
7.8. Let I denote the ideal of Z[ V; T] generated by the elements pr, i = 1,2,. . . ; 
T,T, i,j=1,2 ,... . Now 
(7.8.1) B,, = Vl Vf . . . Vrn-’ mod(p). 
It follows that 
7.9. Corollary. Module I we have 
Vn E 2 (- l)rVlp-l~-‘(P’l+...+P’~-‘)VPnJltll . . . l . vpn’;;:__va_s,( _ TiVj”) 
(X9.1) 
+ Vn - Tl Vp,_1 - TzVp,‘_, - . . . - T,,_l VT”-’ 
where the sum is over all sequences (sl, . . . , sl, i, j) such that Sk, i, j, f E N and 
Sl f . ..+s.+i+j=n. 
This corollary can be used to give a noncohomological proof of the Lubin-Tate 
formal moduli theorem. Cf. [8, part V]. Warning: the starting formula (2.2.1) in [8, 
part V] is not correct and should be replaced with (‘X9.1) above; the proof of ihe_ 
Lubin-Tate Theorem remains mutatis mutandis the same. 
7.10. Corollary. For 0 c i c n we have 
rbr (v*) s - VZli mod(p, VI). 
7.11. Corollary. For OC i < n - 1 we have 
rAi (vn ) = - vP,Li+ vlv{Yi-lv~I~ mod(p, v:). 
More generally let r = min(n - i - 1, p), then we have 
hr @h) = - VP,Yi+ VlV$I:Vfli-l- VlVfi-lV~-2vn-i-2 * l e 2 p-l p-l p’ + 
+ (- ~)~+~v;v:::, . . vFL:!v[‘-+,mod(p, v,+‘)~ 
. 
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8. The functional equation lemma and multiplicative operations in BP*(BP) 
As a final application of the universal issmorphism theorem 2.12 of [S] and the 
functional equation lemma 7.1 of [S] we reprove the main theorem of [20]. 
8.1. Choose a prime number p. Let o : Z(,,[ V] + Z(,,[ V] be the ring homomor- 1 
phism given by V H V?, for i = 1,2,. . . . If g(X) is a power series with coefficients 
in Z&V] or Q[ V] then g”(X) denotes the power series obtained by applying a to 
the coefficients of f(X). We also write a” for a(a) if a E Q[V]. Part of the 
functional equation lemma 7.1 of [S] now says 
8.2. Functional. equation lemma, If d(X) .= X + dzX2 + . . . is a power series with 
di E &,,[ V) an< ,j (X) is the logarithm of the p-typically universal formal group 
Fv (X, Y) of [5] and [7], then there are unique elements e2, es,. . . E Z,,,[ V] such that 
(8.2.1) g(X) - 2 pTg”‘(Xp‘)= X f 2 eiXi i=l i-2 
where g(X) = fv (d(X)). Inversely given a power series g(X) = X + CT-2 ciX’, 
cl E Q[ V] such that (8.2.1) holds for certain ei E ZbI[ V], then there exists a unique 
power series d(X) = X + d2X2 + . . . with di E Ztpj V] such that g(X) = fv (d(X)). 
8.3. Corollary. If d(X) is such that g(X) = X + xznl cpnXp”, i.e. C~ = 0 if i is not a 
power of p, then ei = 0 if i is not a power of p and vvriting s, for e,m we have 
(8.3.1) 
n 




where a,, is the coefficient of Xp” in fv (X). 
This follows immediately from (8.2.1) above because an satisfies 
(8.3.2) a,, = 2 p-l &a:?, and a” = n$ p-la,,+ Vt”“. 
k=l k=l 
Let BP&t) = Z@,[ v,, v2 , . . . 1, where the vi are the free polynomial generators 
defined by formula (3.1.3) above. Define the homomorphism 
o : BP&t)+ BP&t) by Vi w tlf. Let li = mpi- E BP&t)@ 
. Theorem (RaveneIf201). For every sequence of elements (rI, r2, . . . ) in BP&t) 
ere is a unique sequence of elements (so, s2, . . . ) in P&t) sucla that 
(8.4.1) 
i=O i=O 
for every In > 0. vmely fot every seq 
nce (r*, t2, . . . ) sue 
Jpt) there is a unique 
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Proof, I&ntify Z&V] with BP&t) via V m vi. The element a, in Q[ V] then 
corresponds with If E BP,(pt)@Q* Talce a sequence of elements (I,, r2,. . .) 
BP&t). Let Qb : fit&,( V; T]+ BP&t) be the ring homomorphism defined 
Vt H Q, Z iw ha Write G(X, Y) = P&(X, Y). Let g(X) be the logarithm 




(8.4.2) g(X) = X + 2 cmW’, cn = 2 &,_,$‘-‘. n-l i-0 
The formal group G(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to F,(X, Y) = peP(X, Y) over 
BP&t), and the isomor?hism isequal to the inverse of at&(X). Cf. [5, Theorem 
2.123 sagd 4.1 above. It d allows that there is a power series d(X) = X + d2X2 + . . . 
with c& E BP&t) such .that g(X) = fi (d(X)). (In facz d-‘(X) = ar &(X).) Now 
apply Corollary 8,3, to fi,,ld si such that (8.4.1) holds. 
Inversely given elements (sl, s2, . . . ) in BP,(@), let g(X) be the power series 
(8.4-3) g(X) = X + 2 2 l#g-~s~m-‘ 
n-l id 
then g(X) satisfies a functional equation (8.2.1) and hence again by the functional 
equation lemma, there exists a power series d(X) = X 4 d2X2 + . . . , di E BP&t) 
that g(X) = fv (d(X)). It follows that g(X) is the logarithm of a g-typical 
formal group G(X, Y) which is strictly isomorphic over BP&t) to F,(X, Y) = 
pgp(X, Y), By the universality of the triple (Fv (X, Y), Q[~, T (X), Fv, T (X, Y)) 
there is thertefore a unique homomorphism 9 : &[ V; T) --) BP&t;, such that 
#(IQ = vi and f&(X) = g(X). Let ti = #(TI) E BP&t). Then because of (4.1.3) 
(8.4.4) g(X) = X + ~ ~ 1n-irPI-l. 
n=I i=o 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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